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FOREWORD
Agra is known for the Taj Mahal. However, Agra is
more than the Taj. Agra is the 20th most populous
city in the country (Metropolis Indian Cities: Managing
Urban Growth). People living in Agra use the available
road network to commute for work and leisure by
using various modes. They use these streets as a vital
public space. Streets promote both social as well as
economic activity.
However, the condition and safety of the streets
needs to be upgraded to promote a high quality of life
and livability. The fatality rate in Agra is one of the
highest in the country. The road environment needs
to be redesigned and made much safer to bring down

the fatality rate. The road environment needs to be
designed for people and not vehicles.
Safe Streets for Agra paves the way to design complete
streets; safe and inclusive streets for all types of road
users and modes. It promotes sustainable safety and
prioritizes vulnerable road users like pedestrians and
cyclists. It provides the methods to deliver high quality
design for various street typologies in synchrony with
international best practices and Indian policies.
Engineers, planners and architects working in Agra
will find this document useful for retrofitting existing
streets and planning streets in new developments.

Scenario on an intersection in Agra

Safe Streets for Agra

MasterPlan 2021
Source : Agra Development Authority
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1.0

INTRODUCTION
Agra (27°12’ N and 78°12’ E) is located on the banks
of the river Yamuna in the northern state of Uttar
Pradesh, India, 363 km west of the state capital,
Lucknow and 200 km south of the national capital
Delhi. Being centrally located on the national map,
traffic by rail and road going south pass through Agra
making it a major transport node at the regional level
as well as at the national level (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Regional Setting of Agra
Source : CDP, Agra

Agra is an important world heritage site. For a city
with 1.7 million population that has grown at more
than 25% in the last thirty years, the infrastructure
development has failed to keep pace with population
growth (Table 1). The present built area population
density of the city is 84 persons per hectare.
The city is divided into 80 wards but the
distribution of population is nonuniform in the city.
Wards 26, 43, 50 and 66 have a high concentration
of population whereas the wards 36, 40 and 47
have lower population. The economy of Agra city is
based on small scale industries, commerce, trade and
tourism.

Table 1: Population growth in Agra

The city of Agra has several deficiencies in its city
planning and there is a need to make a substantial
improvement in basic infrastructure to raise the
standard of health, sanitation and the urban
environment keeping pace with the growing
population. The importance of Agra city as a leading
tourist destination has to be kept in view while
designing the system to make the city beautiful and
attractive to tourists.

Year

Population

Decadal Growth Rate

1961

462,000

-

1971

591,000

28%

1981

781,000

32%

1991

978,000

25%

2001

1,275,000

30%

2011

1,574,000

23%

Table 2: Agra Fact sheet
Source: CMP, Agra

The total road length of 1724 km in Agra Nagar Nigam
area includes pucca road, semi pucca road, kaccha
road (Source : CDP, Agra 2006). According to Agra
Master Plan 2021, eleven per cent of the area will
be used for traffic and transportation (Figure 2). At
present the road network of the city offers a poor level
of service affecting safety, efficiency and economy of
traffic operations within the city.

Fact Sheet
Population Density
9000 persons per sq. km.
Decadal Population Growth Rate
30.37%
Average Trip Length
4.9km
Area under Traffic and Transportation
10%

Recent data show that Agra has recorded an increase
in road fatalities from 89 in 2001 to 653 in 2011. Agra
had a fatality rate of 41 persons per 100,000 persons
2
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in 2011. This compares with rates of 11 in Delhi, 10 in
Vadodara, and 24 in Visakhapatnam. Agra has among
the highest fatality rates in Indian cities.

Figure 2: Agra Fact sheet
Source : Agra Master pLan 2021

Roads have been widened and paved for smooth
movement of vehicular transport to ensure comfort to
the car user while ignoring the needs of pedestrians,
bicyclists and rickshaw users.
• Pedestrians face difficulty and high risk in crossing
the internal roads.
• The deteriorating condition of the pedestrian paths,
missing or lack of footpaths and street lighting has
made the pedestrians and the cyclists movement risky.

Hostile environment for pedestrians and cyclists

• Unsystematic movement of motorised two
wheelers, three wheelers and cars is contributing
to air and noise pollution affecting the health of the
citizens and visitors.
Pedestrians must be given the highest priority in street
design and planning in Agra. With over 75% of people
using modes other than private vehicles of which
37% are pedestrians, it is imperative to provide for
pedestrians, cycles, rickshaws and public transport.
Roads dominated by motorised private vehicles

3
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2.0

WHY SAFE STREETS?
Sustainable transport needs inclusive streets. Inclusive
streets ensure not only safe mobility, reduced risks of
traffic crashes but also reduced street crimes, better
social cohesion, and makes public transport, bicycling
and walking attractive and the preferred choice for
commuting. Hence, safe streets are complete streets.
They ensure door to door mobility for all road users in
a safe and seamless manner. They foster a community
spirit since residents use streets to meet, access public
spaces and socialize. There is strong evidence that
sustainable urban mobility planning raises the quality
of life in an urban area (Wefering, et al., 2014).

A move towards designing
safer streets and
neighbourhoods has to
become an integral part of
Book for link_050613:Layout 1 6/5/2013 12:24 PM Page 10
our efforts to move towards
a sustainable future.

Safe Streets put pedestrians first. They prioritize
vulnerable user groups like pedestrians and cyclists.
Any type of street of any width should address the
needs of a pedestrian and a cyclist. The approach
should be people-centric and not car-centric. The
multi-dimensional experiences of the pedestrian,
cyclist and passenger must all be considered as one,
at the ‘eye-level’ of humans in the city.

Times Square, New York (Before)
Source: Jeff
Risom
Jeff Rissom

Safe streets are forgiving in nature. The road
environment allows the road users to make ‘mistakes’.
Book for link_050613:Layout 1 6/5/2013 12:24 PM Page 10

Safe streets are more secure. Recent research
confirms that the presence or fear of violence
impedes activity levels and the ability to move outside
freely, especially among populations that are more
vulnerable to violence such as children, women,
people with disabilities, and older adults(Cohen, et al.,
2013). Safe streets are inclusive and provide ‘eyes on
street’ by integrating spaces for hawkers and vendors.

DESIGN WORKS BETTER THAN LAWS

Jeff Rissom

Safe streets are for ALL: Design of inclusive streets
gives a safe environment to all age groups. They
segregate the population from high speeds and
prevent injuries. Safe streets do not discriminate
against elderly persons and the people with disabilities.
Safe streets give clean air. The increased dependence
on personal motorised transport leads to high
emissions. When more people use public transport or
just walk and cycle, the air is much cleaner.

Larry Cohen, Carolina4 Guzmán,
Sana Chehimi and Anna Realini
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Times
Square,
New Yorkand
(After)
Source: Jeff Risom
Jeff Rissom

have a significant effect on mak
The built environment refers to
struct – including homes, schoo
parks, and restaurants, as well a
nect these places.

On
thi
informal contact among huma
as pedestrian flow spaces. This co
of trust as well as different envir
sual fields, appropriate lightin
whichenviamong others affect the
Changes in the built
bourhood
ronment – the ways
com- street.
munities are designed – can
Macarena Rau Vargas
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2.1

How safe are streets of Agra?
Non motorised transport dominates the modal share
in Agra. Over 75% of the modal share is accounted for
by pedestrians (37%) , cyclists (17%), public transport
and para transit transport. Private motorised transport
accounts for 22% out of which 80% are motorised two
wheelers. High share of motorised two-wheelers
influence the pattern of road traffic fatalities in the
city.

Modal Split for Agra City
Source : CMP Agra

PT
4%
Taxi
Car 0%
1%

Auto
20%

Walk
37%

Two Wheeler
21%

Researchers from TRIPP visited Agra to collect data
from police stations, transportation departments,
and municipal government sources. Copies of First
Information Reports (FIRs) for fatal road traffic
crashes for the years 2007-2011 were collected from 14
police stations and data coded for analysis at IIT Delhi.

Cycle
17%

Vehicle population in Agra 2011

The cases for which details of location were available
were plotted on the map of Agra. Traffic flow and
speeds were measured along the National Highway-2,
National Highway-11 and M G Road.

Car and jeep
9%

Bus
Taxi
0%
1%

Truck
3%

Tractor
5%

Auto rickshaw
(TSR)
1%

Increase in Speed: Research studies show that the
probability of fatal pedestrian crashes increases
dramatically from about 10% at vehicle impact speeds
of 30 km/h to about 80% at 50 km/h. Figure 9 shows
the proportion of TSR, MTW, cars and heavy vehicles
travelling at speeds greater than 30 km/h at NH2 and
NH11 in Agra. These data show that MTWs have the
highest proportion in the daytime and cars and trucks
have higher speeds at night on NH2.

Motorised twowheeler (MTW)
81%

Fatalities in Agra: Vulnerable road users (pedestrians,
bicyclists and motorised two-wheeler (MTW) riders
comprise 88% of all fatalities. Auto rickshaws (TSR)
occupants are only 4% of all fatalities.

Per cent of vehicles with speeds greater than 30 km/h at in day and night
at selected locations surveyed in Agra

•
Vulnerable road user fatalities dominate
during day and night.
•
Auto rickshaw fatalities are much more during
the day because they do not operate late at night and
during early morning hours.
•
Pedestrian fatalities are 4% higher at night.

5
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• Pedestrian and bicycle fatalities peak somewhat
earlier in the morning than the motor vehicle fatalities.
This may be because pedestrians start for work earlier
than those using motorised transport.

Road traffic fatalities by time of day for truck, bus, car, TSR and MTW occupants

• The total fatality rate remains similar between
the hours of 10:00 and 18:00. This could be because
school, commercial and government work timings are
staggered.
• MTW and pedestrian deaths are relatively high
between 22:00-23:00 when we expect traffic volumes
to be low. Data on driving under the influence of
alcohol are not available, but this could be a major
factor.
Road Traffic fatality by time of day for bicyclists and pedestrians.

• Proportion of pedestrian and bicycle fatalities
remain high during the hours after sunset.
Impacting vehicles : The largest proportion of fatalities
for all road user categories is associated with impacts
with trucks and cars. There is a high involvement
of motorised two-wheelers as impacting vehicles
in pedestrian and bicycle crashes. This is probably
because of the mixing of pedestrians and bicyclists
with MTW traffic. Trucks and buses striking MTWs is
greater during the day. Proportion of car impacts with
pedestrians is greater during the day.

Fatalities by road user type
Fatalities by road user type over the whole day in Agra
(TSR – Auto rickshaw, MTW – Motorised two-wheeler)

Fatalities by road user type O6:00-18:00 hours
(daytime) in Agra.

6

Fatalities by road user type 18:00-06:00 (night
time) in Agra.
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Fatalities

2011 (per 100000 persons)

Agra
(41)

Vishakhapatnam
(24)

Delhi
(11)

Vadodara
(10)

Fatalities in the day time by road user type and striking vehicles.

Victim Road User Type
7
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Fatalities in Agra (2011)

88%

pedestrians, bicyclists and
motorised two wheelers

4%
Autorickshaws (TSR)
occupants

Fatalities in the night time by road user type and striking vehicles.

Victim Road User Type
8
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Fatalities in 2011					653
Fatalities per 100,000 persons		
41

Location of fatal crashes in Agra for the years 2009-2011 for the cases when could be ascertained.

Poor lighting and unsafe infrastructure for PT users on NH2, Agra.

• Traffic flow data shows that proportion of trucks
and cars at speeds greater than 30 km/h is higher at
night (especially on NH2) and level of street lighting is
less than recommended by national standards. These
two factors may account for a high rate of pedestrian
fatalities at night.
Some of the conclusions highlighted in the study are
as follows:
• Wide roads and highways in Agra have high crash
rates . Current location and design of highways in Agra
is unsafe. Safer design criteria need to be evolved
including the possibility of specially designed elevated
national highways and bypasses going around the city.

9
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Road Network of Agra City

• Arterial roads need provision of segregated bicycle
paths and adequate pedestrian facilities.

• Enforcement of provisions in the Motor Vehicles
Act regarding mandatory helmet use by motorised
two wheeler riders, seat belt use by motor vehicle
occupants, enforcement of speed limits and control of
drinking and driving will have a very significant effect
in reduction of road traffic fatalities in Agra.

• Traffic calming designs are required on arterials and
collector streets.
• At present, auto rickshaws are the main mode of
pubic transportation in Agra. Therefore, it is important
that special attention be given to their operations to
make them safer, more efficient and convenient.

• TSR and MTW crash involvement with pedestrians
and bicyclists is an issue of concern. Street designs
need to be more VRU friendly.
• High rate of pedestrian MTW crashes at night could
be due to alcohol use and poor street lighting.
• Higher number of crashes are observed on roads
with medians.

10
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2.2

Design Issues
• Absence of pedestrian paths : The roads are
mostly devoid of any safe infrastructure like
footpaths or refuge space. The road has only
been paved to allow for movement of motorised
vehicles.

Absence of continuous pedestrian paths

• Parking encroachments: Pedestrain paths are
encroached by two wheelers and car parking
making it unusable; forcing the pedestrian to
walk on the carriageway alongside motorised
traffic.
• Insufficient widths: Many footpaths are not
wide enough to ensure smooth and comfortable
walking.
•
Obstructions: Often the footpaths are
obstructed by extension of abutting property,
trees, bus stops and road signs.

Vehicular Parking encroaching pedestrian paths

• Lack of amenities like toilets, kiosks, etc.
Adequate number of toilets have to be included
along the main streets.
• Lack of designated parking spaces: Most road
stretches do not have designated parking for
TSR, rickshaws and cars. Most of the on-street
parking is free of charge.
• No infrastructure for para transit: There is
no provision for TSR and electric rickshaws near
bus stops.

Rickshaws share carriageway in unsafe conditions on high speed roads

• No provision for safe cycling: Bicyclists,
passenger cycle rickshaws and goods cycle
rickshaws are present on most roads. However,
all the above three modes are moving in unsafe
conditions in a high speed corridor.
• Unsafe and inaccessible pedestrian crossing:
Crossing facilities in the city are poor. Pedestrians
and cyclists need to cross many lanes of traffic.
The medians lack pedestrian refuge islands.
• Obsolete street infrastructure: All street
infrastructure needs to be universally accessible.
11
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Bus shelters have been designed without
any consideration for people on wheelchairs.
Signages, proper lighting, accessible ramps, use
of tactile paving and route information needs to
be included.

TRIPP, IIT Delhi

Poor design and unsafe pedestrian crossing

• Design of integrated spaces for hawkers/
vendors: A great deal of informal activity exists
on the roads. Street vendors stand along the
road providing service to bus commuters,
cyclists and pedestrians. Though they are seen
as encroachments by authorities, they provide
security and essential services on our roads.
The need to integrate them in the road design
is critical.
• Lack of planning to integrate services and
utilities: Light and electricity poles intrude
abruptly along the pedestrian path and road
edges. These obstructions indicate a lack of
planning to integrate the utility in the road
design so that they can be easily maintained
in future without disturbing pedestrians and
cyclists. Proper drainage has been not provided.
This leads to waterlogging, adding to the
inconvenience to people on the sidewalks and
road edges.

High medians - unsafe and accident prone

• Missing street infrastructure, signs and road
marking: There is a lack of resting places like seats,
benches on streets etc. These not only provide
comfort but make the road attractive. Adding
street furniture will add to the attractiveness of
already existing formal and informal commercial
stretches. Signages and marking play a critical
role to inform road users. These are missing on
most streets.

Street light located in the middle of the corridor.

• Need for safe intersection design: Current
intersections include signalised crossings and
roundabouts. However, there are basic flaws
in the current geometry of intersections and
roundabouts. The entering traffic is not made
to slow down at roundabouts. Pedestrians and
cyclists face difficulty in crossing the large
intersections.
12
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Unsafe provisions at bus stop

• Missing traffic signals: Intersections are
unsafe since traffic signals are absent or are not
in a working condition.
• Signages: There is lack of appropriate road
signs for different road users. Most signs do not
conform to IRC standards.
• Markings: Appropriate markings are missing.

Lack of coherent path for pedestrians.

13
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3.0

VISION
The city government needs to take immediate
action to bring down the fatalities in all user groups,
especially VRUs (pedestrians, cyclists and MTW users).
Therefore, it is necessary to outline a vision that
promotes safety and mobility of all road users.

Figure 28: Vision examples from various countries

THE NETHERLANDS

Source: SWOV Fact Sheet (www.swov.nl)

Sustainable Safety Vision
...the infrastructure
must be adapted to
the capabilities and
limitations of humans...

There are various policies and visions that showcase
a major shift in the approach to road safety thinking
worldwide.
• Sustainable Safety Vision (1992)
The term ‘Sustainable Safety’ has been used in the
Netherlands since 1992 (Koornstra et al., 1992).
Sustainable Safety vision aims to prevent (serious)
crashes from occurring and if this cannot be done,
to prevent severe injury. Sustainable Safety is a proactive approach and takes a human-centered design
of the road traffic system as its starting point.

SWEDEN

Source: http://www.visionzeroinitiative.com/en/Concept/

• Vision Zero Initiative, Sweden (1997)

The Swedish Parliament adopted Vision Zero (zero
deaths in traffic crashes) in 1997. The Vision Zero is
the Swedish approach to road safety thinking. It is
based on the simple fact that we are human and make
mistakes. The road system needs to keep us moving.
But, it must also be designed to protect us at every
turn. It aims to reduce fatalities and serious injuries to
zero by 2020.

1997 :“No one shall
be killed or seriously
injured within the road
traffic system.”

Transport systems are traditionally designed for
maximum capacity and mobility, not safety. This
means road users are held responsible for their own
safety. The Vision Zero Initiative takes the opposite
approach. The main burden for safety is placed on
system design, to recognise human weaknesses and
human body’s low tolerance to mechanical force. No
one should die or suffer serious injury in traffic.

Difference between traditional approach and vision zero
Source: http://www.visionzeroinitiative.com

Vision Zero, Sweden
Any loss of life in traffic is unacceptable

• National Urban Transport Policy (NUTP, 2006)
envisions a focus on movement of people and goods
rather than vehicles as the paradigm of transport
planning leading to equitable allocation of road space
with priority to public transport and non-motorized
transport. The National Urban Transport Policy (2006)
was adopted by GoI also recognizes the importance of
people centric cities.

Traditional thinking

Vision Zero

Focus on accidents

Focus on fatalities and
serious injuries

Perfect human behavior

Integrate the failing human in design

Individual responsibility Shared responsibility
between system and
design
Industry must be forced Industry can be stimulated
Saving lives is
expensive

14
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• NYC Vision Zero (2014)

National Urban Transport
Policy, India (2006)

People of New York deserve and expect safe streets.
The City of New York must no longer regard traffic
crashes as mere “accidents,” but rather as preventable
incidents that can be systematically addressed. No level
of fatality on city streets is inevitable or acceptable.
This Vision Zero Action Plan is the City’s foundation for
ending traffic deaths and injuries on our streets (www.
nyc.gov/html/visionzero/).

... to recognize that people
occupy center-stage in our cities
and all plans would be for their
common benefit and well being.

Vision for Agra
The main aim is to bring down the road fatalities of
the city traffic considerably. Therefore, aiming at a
20% reduction of deaths annually for all road users
will bring down deaths between 50% - 70% in an
incremental manner over next 5 years.

NEW YORK, USA

Source: http://www.nyc.gov/html/visionzero/

2014 : “... death and
injury on city streets
is not acceptable and
that we will no longer
regard serious crashes as
inevitable.”

A roll out plan needs to be prepared for the next five
years targeting road safety and safe streets. This shall
include infrastructure modifications along with better
enforcement and legislative measures. Important
indications from previous study are:
• Enforcing use of helmets.
• Presence of functional street lighting
• Introduction of traffic calming and speed control.
It is important that all tiers of the urban local body
coordinate to achieve the safe city vision.

Safe Streets for Agra : Vision

5 years
50% - 70%
reduction
in fatalities for
all road users

To reduce 20% road traffic deaths every year
15
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3.1

Principles
1 Sustainable Safe Traffic System

Sustainable Safety

Congestion continues to get worse as more and more
people give up walking, cycling, and using public
transport and rely on personal motorised vehicles for
mobility. A well functioning road infrastructure must
meet the needs of all road users (Tiwari, 2002). The
sustainable safe traffic system is based on the five
principles: functionality, homogeneity, predictability,
forgivingness, and state awareness (Wegman, et al.,
2008).

Human

It focuses on three main points:
• A road environment with an infrastructure
adapted to the limitations of the road user: Designing
a forgiving road environment is key. The guideline
focuses predominantly on this factor.

Vehicle

Infrastructure
Social Usability of Streets, Paharganj, Delhi

• Vehicles equipped with technology to simplify the
driving task and provided with features that protect
vulnerable and other road users.
• Road users that are well informed and adequately
educated.

2 Social Usability

Streets are not only important for mobility but are
vital public spaces of the city. As mentioned earlier,
streets are tools for social cohesion. Streets are used
by people to meet each other, participate in outdoor
activities and access other public spaces of the city.
This is an important component which separates a
street from a road. This is where the ‘ human factor ‘
comes in. Detailing such as continuity, traffic calming,
street furniture, lighting, shade, etc. make the street
more attractive and encourage usage.

Public Spaces enrich public life, Dilli Haat, new Delhi

3 Universal Accessibility

The integration of the concept of universal design
has been completely missing from our streets. Street
design has to be inclusive and accessible to all citizens.
Pedestrians, therefore includes everybody i.e. people
with disabilities, street vendors, people carrying
luggage, pregnant women, children and people carrying
infants or in strollers, etc. Invariably, the physical profile
of a pedestrian covers all age groups and gender.
16
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Streets for all

4 Captive Users

Indian cities, with their high population densities,
mixed land use and short trips have an environment
which naturally encourages walking. Added to that,
high rates of poverty make the ownership of any type
of vehicle, often even a bicycle, unaffordable. Even if a
vehicle is owned by a household of 4-5 persons, it may
be used by one person and the others have to use less
expensive means of transport like walking or IPT or
public transport.
At present few people walk and use bicycles out of
Practice
(Partliving
-1) in informal
choice.Code
Travel of
patterns
of people
housing or slums are very different from residents
in formal housing. Generally, bicycles and walking
account for 50-75% of the commuting trips for those in
the informal sector.

Cross Section 2013

Captive users

5. DESIGN COMPONENTS- CROSS SECTIONS

The formal sector is dependent on buses, cars and
two wheelers. This implies that despite high risks and
of Practice
(Part
-1)exist because
a hostileCode
infrastructure,
low cost
modes
users of these modes do not have any other choice.
They are captive users of these modes.

Cross Section 2013

Streets must be returned to pedestrians, not only
make CROSS
up the SECTIONS
majority of road
5. because
DESIGNpedestrians
COMPONENTSDifferent design components of the Road for different road users
Source : Code of Practice -I(Institute of Urban Transport, 2013)

Figure 5-1 Figure showing the category of road users

Figure 5-1 Figure showing the category of road users

17
Figure 5-2 Figure showing different design components of the Road, to be designed for the different Road users
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users, but also because the efficiency of the overall
system, including the performance of motorised
vehicles, depends on meeting the demand of “captive
pedestrians and cyclists.”

TRIPP, IIT Delhi

Modal Priority for Safe and Sustainable Roads

Priority

5 Equitable Allocation of Road Space

Urban roads in India have a heterogeneous mix of
traffic. These include the pedestrians, slow moving
vehicles like bicycles, rickshaws both for passenger
and freight movement and fast motorized vehicles
like motorcycles, scooters, three wheelers, cars and
public transport vehicles. The space occupied by each
of these vehicles, accelerations and deceleration
characteristics and possible maximum speeds by
each user is different. Therefore space allocation
to different road users has to be carefully ensured
according to their needs to achieve a smooth and safe
flow of traffic.

6 Modal Hierarchy

Pedestrians, non motorized users and the public
transport users in urban areas form the basis of
sustainable transport systems. All citizens are
pedestrians for some part of their journeys in cities.
Mixed land use patterns and high built-up densities
result in short trips suitable for bicycle use. Therefore
road space must be prioritized for pedestrians,
bicyclists and public transport users.
Chicago Department Of Transportation has adopted a
pedestrian-first modal hierarchy for complete streets
and all transportation projects and programs, from
scoping to maintenance, will favor pedestrians first
(CDOT, 2012).

Priority

18
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3.2

Design Process
1 NETWORK PLAN
2 SELECT CORRDIORS & AUDIT THE EXISTING CONDITION
• Identify the road hierarchy to define arterials, distributor and access roads.

• Select road segments/ corridors on the basis of addressing safety, inconvenience to pedestrians,
bicyclists, public transport users, bottlenecks faced by emergency vehicles.
• Audit the present condition using relevant checklist using Urban Road Safety Audit Toolkit (MoUD,
2012).

3 CONDUCT SURVEYS TO UNDERSTAND THE SCOPE OF
INTERVENTION

• Surveys required : total station survey, activity survey, accident data, parking survey.
• Analyse the data and outline the scope of intervention on the basis of Right of Way (ROW) and design
speed of the road type (Code of Practice, MoUD, 2012).

4 ADDRESS PRINCIPLES THROUGH DESIGN INTERVENTIONS
• Design ROW components by cross-section and intersection design by prioritizing modal hierarchy
• Integrate features that render the street a safe and social space.
• Integrate green buffers and tree lines at appropriate places for shade and attractiveness.

5 MEASURE EFFECTIVENESS OF PROPOSALTHROUGH AUDIT
• Audit the proposed design again using same checklist (selected earlier) using Urban Road Safety Audit
Toolkit (MoUD, 2012).

6 IMPLEMENT ON SITE
• Preparation of development plan including bid process, construction, operation as well as maintenance
• Safety of road users need to be taken into consideration at the time of road construction and
maintenance work. Compliance with Work Zone Safety Guidelines including preparation of Traffic
Management Plan.

7 ENGAGE COMMUNITY GROUPS / CIVIL SOCIETY GROUPS

• Participate with the community at various stages. This includes audits, design proposals and knowledge
dissemination.
• This also ensures faster outreach of the vision and instills a sense of ownership of community to
environmental safety.
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3.3

Implementing Safe Streets
Moving around in the city can be a nightmare especially
for people who walk, cycle or use public transport.
As mentioned in the revised bicycle master plan of
Delhi (Tiwari & Jain, 2008), a well functioning bicycle
infrastructure is the key to a longer lasting safe roadtraffic system. A network plan should be prepared and
well-integrated along with the master plan document
of the city which includes recommendations on
the network of arterial roads i.e. links for which
segregated cycle tracks and pedestrian footpaths are
needed, distributor roads - the links for which traffic
calming is needed and access roads, where minimum
interventions are required. For major impact across
the road network, it is important to understand the
following:
i. Arterial roads – These are most critical. With large
ROW and high speed, most fatalities take place on
these roads. Speed control of motorised vehicles and
ensuring safe pedestrian crossing is crucial on arterial
roads.
ii. Collector roads – Speed control by design, bicycle
lane marking and safe footpaths are required. Small
roundabouts and collector road junctions can ensure
safe intersections.
iii. Access roads (by lanes) – Minimal interventions
are required to ensure safe pedestrian and bicycle
movement. Often texture change can ensure safe
access roads.

PHASE I: AUDITING AND IMPROVING PRIME
ARTERIAL NETWORK - MAJOR RADIAL ROADS ,
HIGHWAYS and MG ROAD

Since arterial roads are most critical, modified arterial
roads can change the safety conditions and provide a
robust network for walking and cycle for both captive
and potential users. All city streets can become
pedestrian and cycle safe for all in a phased manner.
1. Major Radial roads, MG Road and all major highways
within the city. Limits should be identified for major
intersections including MV lanes, public transport
stops, important junctions. These are major roads
above the width of 30 m ROW which carry fast traffic.
2. Identify the remaining arterials (above 24m ROW)
- These will include small roundabouts, cycle lanes to
reserve space for cyclists
3. Initiate implementation of design on all remaining
arterials and collectors -Demarcate cycle lanes and
introduce traffic calming measures along the entire
distributor network.

30

50

Design
Speed

PHASE II - Identify the remaining
arterials and demarcate cycle lanes
on all other arterials to reserve
space for cyclists
PHASE III - COLLECTOR NETWORK.
INTRODUCE TRAFFIC CALMING ALONG
ENTIRE COLLECTOR NETWORK.

Design
Speed
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4.0

ROAD NETWORK

Urban transport in Indian cities reflects the
heterogeneity in the socio-economic and land use
patterns. It is dominated by walk trips, non motorised
modes such as bicycles and rickshaws, and motorised
para transit and public transport depending on the
size of the city.

Road Users in Agra

A well functioning road infrastructure must fulfill the
requirements of all road users. If the infrastructure
design does not meet the requirements of these
elements all modes of transport operate in suboptimal conditions.
The road network is used by at least seven categories
of motorized and non-motorised vehicles. Vehicles
ranging in width from 0.60 m to 2.6 m, and capable of
maximum speeds ranging from 15 km/h to 100 km/h,
share the same road space. All these vehicles which
have varied dynamics and static characteristics share
the same carriageway. Thus traffic is characterised by
a lack of effective channelisation, mode segregation
or control of speeds.
Agra has 1724 kms of roads including highways, arterial
and local roads. These major highways pass through
the city. Many kilometers of arterial roads exist with an
average ROW of 30m. Highways carry heavy through
traffic including freight vehicles. Separation of through
traffic from local traffic is desirable to ensure safety.
Two lane service roads on both sides of the highway
should be developed.
Separation of non motorised vehicles from motorised
vehicles is recommended on arterial roads.
Junction improvement and traffic calming measures
are also recommended.
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from access streets to arterial and sub arterial roads.
They are characterized by mobility and access equally.
They are characterized by a design speed of 30km/h
and have a ROW midway of access streets and two
types of arterials i.e. 12-30m.

The infrastructure requirements for different road
users depends upon the road type and road design
speed. As mentioned in Code of Practice : Design of
Urban Roads (Institute of Urban Transport, 2012), the
classification of urban road type is as follows:

D. Access Streets : They cater to a design speed of 1530km/h and have a road right of way of 6m-15m. They
carry relatively lower volumes of traffic at low speeds.
They are characterized by access predominantly;
they can be used for collector functions.

A. Arterial Roads: They are the primary roads for
ensuring mobility function. They carry the largest
volumes of traffic and longest trips in a city. These
roads have the maximum right of way amongst the
four categories and cater to a speed limit of 50 km/h
and a ROW of 50-80 m.

Based on the road type an appropriate design speed
is adopted. The design speed governs the geometric
design of the right of way and the cross section
elements of the road.

B. Sub Arterial Roads: This is context specific and is
based on the function and the land use development it
passes through and caters to a speed limit of 50 km/h
(same as arterial roads). The ROW of this category of
roads varies from 30-50 m.

Road Typology Right of Way-ROW (m) Design speed
					
(km/hr)
Arterial Roads		
50-80		
50
Sub Arterial Roads
30-50		
50
Collector Roads		
12 - 30		
30
Access Streets		
6 - 15		
15

C. Distributor/Collector Roads: As the name suggests,
these are connector roads which distribute the traffic

Hospital Road, Agra (Access Street)
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Prerequisites of Planning for
pedestrians and bicycles

Prerequisites of Design for
pedestrians and bicycles

Coherence and Directness (Connectivity)
• At network level, a cohesive network would involve
minimal detours for cyclists and pedestrians
• Higher directness can be achieved not just within the
NMT network but also on public transport corridors
by using walking, cycles and rickshaws as feeders and
providing parking and transfer infrastructure at public
transport stops to minimize delays. Hence, there
should be a complete NMT network connecting all
destinations integrated with public transport lines and
road networks.

Coherence
• Segments in the network should look similar to
improve the legibility and usability of the bicycle
infrastructure.
• Elimination of any missing links as well as
standardization of intersections i.e. the shape, size
and form of each category of junction solution.
Directness
Directness of bicycle infrastructure at design level has
to do with minimal detours from their natural path.
This is ensured by appropriate levels and clean path
from poles, trees, bus shelters, etc.

Attractiveness and Comfort
• Landscaping, sitting areas and space for street
vendors should be planned. Break the monotony of
the route and introduce visually and spatially attractive
elements more apt to the scale of NMT users instead
of stark, monotonous, long, barren walls.
• Eliminating traffic bottlenecks, steep gradients,
nuisance caused by traffic noise and emissions, bad
riding quality, presence of obstructions resulting
in frequent braking or slowing down, etc improves
comfort.

Attractiveness
• To ensure attractiveness, care should be taken that
the path of the cyclist should be clean and devoid of
any dumped material that blocks movement.
• Location of spaces for hawkers and vendors, well
integrated bus shelters, green areas, resting spaces,
etc. and shaded NMT infrastructure are factors that
are definitely attractive.
Safety and Security
• Provision of adequate and uniform lighting ensures
enhanced usability as well as safer streets. Integration
of spaces for hawkers and vendors provides security.
• Safer Intersections can be provided by minimizing
conflicts.

Safety and Security
Pedestrians and cyclists are very vulnerable in the case
of crashes. The most effective strategy for improving
safety and security would be to segregate users into
separate tracks along the arterial road (especially
if the speed limit for MV is over 30 Km/hr). On other
streets there is a need to control speed of motorised
vehicles by traffic calming without affecting directness
or coherence of non motorised transport and
pedestrians.

Comfort
• Walking and riding comfort ensures usage. It is
important that proper drainage should be provided
with regular maintenance.
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4.1

Cross Section Design
Data Collection

Typical survey drawing with activity survey, MG Road

Geometric Survey - A total station based geometric
survey of the entire ROW along the length of the
road is a basic requirement to undertake safe street
design. A total station survey will give complete
topographical data of existing underground and
overhead features like services and utilities, the
existing landscape, buildings and structures.
Activity Survey - An activity survey allows an
understanding of the user requirements and
behaviour, which cannot be reflected by a geometric
survey. It records dynamic, formal and informal
activities at the site, such as parking, hawking,
service activities, etc.
Traffic, Parking and Accident Surveys- Traffic
surveys provide an assessment of current vehicular
(motorized and non-motorized) as well pedestrian
traffic demand on the corridor. Parking surveys
record the current usage of land at different times
of the day by parking– both formal and informal.

Cross Section Design
the safety to all road users.

The street selected for planning is divided into various
segments based on its function, form and use from
the surveys mentioned earlier. The minimum and
most available ROW conditions are selected for each
stretch from the total station survey drawing, for the
development of the cross section designs.

A design of the entire road cross-section holds
considerable importance, as
• It governs the design speed of vehicles
• Reflects prioritization in space allocation
• Introduces concepts of universal design and
traffic calming.

The main elements of a cross section design are given
in Table 4.
The type and character of each urban road needs to
be carefully detailed to respond to the functions it
performs, i.e. providing mobility or access or both.
Safety of road users is a major concern now because
the number of traffic accidents and fatalities on urban
roads has continued to increase in the past few years.
Therefore application of appropriate geometric design
standards on urban roads is essential to ensure
24
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Cross Section Design according to road type
Source : Planning and Design for Cycle Infrastructure, TRIPP, 2014
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Cross Section Design according to road type
Source : Planning and Design for Cycle Infrastructure, TRIPP, 2014
Arterial Roads

Sub Arterial Roads

Collector Roads

Access Roads

Criteria

50 km/h

50 km/h

<=30km/hr

<= 15 km/hr

ROW

50m – 80m

30m – 50m

12m – 30m

6m – 15m

Gradient

2%

2%

Number of lanes

Maximum 6 to 8 lanes divided
(using a raised median);

Maximum 4 to 6 lanes divided
(using a raised median);

Maximum 4 lanes of 3.0m width
each (excluding marking) or 2
lanes of 2.75m to 3.1m width
each (excluding marking) with or
without an intermittent median

1 to 2 lanes, (undivided); of
2.75 to 3.0m width each

Maximum Width for car lane

3.0 to 3.3m width each (excluding
lane marking)

3.0 to 3.3m width each(excluding
lane marking)

3.1m width each

2.75 to 3.0m width each

Maximum Width for bus lane / Mixed
lane

3.3m - 3.5m

(segregated ) excluding lane marking

3.3m - 3.5m (segregated ) excluding lane marking or painted lane

0.0m

0.0m

Carriageway

Mixed traffic

Mixed
Levels

0.0m

0.0m

Note - In special cases, there are conditions on arterial and sub arterial streets where the ROW gets constricted to a minimum of 24m. In such conditions, the continuity of the NMT
and pedestrian infrastructure is important without creating a bottle neck in the arterial/sub arterial flow. A segregated cycle track and footpath can be easily achieved with 2 lanes in
both directions.
Non Motorised Vehicle
Segregated Cycle Track

Segregated Cycle Track

Cycle Lane

Location

Between Carriageway or street
parking and footpath on either
edge of the carriageway

Between Carriageway or street
parking and footpath on either
edge of the carriageway

On the edge of the carriageway,
adjacent to the footpath or
parking.

Mixed \traffic

Gradient

1:12 – 1:20 (min)

1:12 – 1:20 (min)

1:12 – 1:20 (min)

1:12 – 1:20 (min)

Lane width

2.5 to 5.0m

2.5 to 5.0m

1.5 to 2.5m

Mixed with motorized
vehicular traffic

Level

+50mm to +100mm

+50mm to +100mm

0.0m

0.0m

Minimum Width

2.2 for a two lane cycle track and
3m to 4m for a common cycle track
and footpath (not more than a
length of 40m.

2.2 for a two lane cycle track and
3m to 4m for a common cycle
track and footpath (not more
than a length of 40m).

1.2m painted cycle lane.

Gradient

1:20

1:20

1:20

1:20

Level

+150mm

+150mm

+150mm

0.0m

Lane width

2.5m (including curbs) to 5.5m
each side. However where secondary footpaths are available along
service lane, the minimum width
of secondary paths can be 1.5m
minimum(including curbs)

*Based on site observation, if required, the secondary/side footpaths
could equal or larger than the
primary path

2.5m (including curbs) to 5m each
side.

2.5m (including curbs) each side.

0-2.5m (including curbs) each
side.

Minimum Width

1.8m

1.8m

1.8m

1.8m

preferably located between
carriageway and pedestrian
path

Desirable

Mixed condition

Pedestrian Paths

* To be applied on both directions of ROW for streets which have uni-direction vehicular traffic
Green Belt / Utility Zone
Width

0.75m (min) desirable = 1.5m

Location

Primarily between carriageway and cycle track. Secondary between cycle track and pedestrian path. In addition tree planters may be provided
between parking bays on the service lane.

preferably located between cycle
lane and pedestrian path

Width

Parking width can vary from
2.5m (parallel parking) to 5.0m
(perpendicular parking) along with
adequate width of access road.

1.8 to 2.5m width (parallel
parking)

Non defined, mixed function
with motorized vehicular traffic

Location

Service lane only

Service lane only

Along carriageway between
cycle lane and footpath

preferably be located
between carriageway and
pedestrian path

Levels

0.0m

0.0m

0.0m

0.0m

Parking
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Speed Limit (km/h)

50

Arterial Streets

width - large

cycle track

width - medium

inclusive

footpath

parking

para transit

cycle lane

P
width - small

landscape

rickshaw

bus stops

They are the primary roads for ensuring mobility
function. They carry the largest volumes of traffic and
longest trips in a city. These roads are characterized
by mobility and cater to through traffic with restricted
access from carriageway to the side. In such cases,
special provisions should be introduced to reduce
conflict with the through traffic. These roads have the
maximum right of way amongst the four categories
and cater to a speed limit of 50 km/h and a ROW of
50-80 m.

Existing Cross-section - National Highway 2
National Highway 2 - Existing Cross section at Flyover

National Highway 2 - Existing Cross section at foot of Flyover

National Highway 2 - Existing Cross section before intersection
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Modified Elements
•2.5m wide cycle track
•Service lane to searate local traffic from through
traffic
• Lighting for pedestrian and cycle tracks
• Well defined median to allow for pedestrian refuge.

Proposed Cross-section - National Highway 2
National Highway 2- Proposed Cross Section at flyover

National Highway 2- Proposed Cross Section at foot of flyover

National Highway 2- Proposed Cross Section before intersection
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width - large

cycle track

width - medium

inclusive

footpath

para transit

Speed Limit (km/h)

50

Sub-Arterial

parking

cycle lane

P
width - small

landscape

rickshaw

bus stops

This category of road follows all the functions of an
arterial urban road and are characterized by mobility,
and cater to through traffic with restricted access
from carriageway to the side. It carries the same traffic
volumes as the arterial roads. Due to overlapping
needs in our context, sub arterial roads can act as
arterials also. This is context specific and is based
on the function and land use development it passes
through and caters to a speed limit of 50 km/h (same
as arterial roads). The ROW of this category of roads
varies from 30-50 m.

Existing Cross-section - Mahatma Gandhi Road

Existing Cross section - MG Road

Arterial Road (existing)
Source : SGArchitects, New Delhi

Visualisation - Arterial Road (Proposed)
Source : SGArchitects, New Delhi
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Modified Elements
•Separate cycle track
• Multi-Utility zones for street parking
• Low medians for pedestrian refuge
• Lighting for pedestrians and cycle tracks
• Green belt between cycle track and motorised lanes
• Footpath width - 2.5 m or more

Proposed Cross-section - Mahatma Gandhi Road

Figure 48: Proposed Typical Cross Section - Mahatma Gandhi Road

Sub-Arterial Road (existing)
Source : SGArchitects, New Delhi

Visualisation - Sub-Arterial Road (Proposed)
Source : SGArchitects, New Delhi
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width - large

cycle track

width - medium

inclusive

footpath

para transit

Speed Limit (km/h)

30

Collector Streets
As the name suggests, these are connector roads
which distribute the traffic from access streets to
arterial and sub arterial roads. They are characterized
by mobility and access equally. They are characterized
by a design speed of 30km/h and have a ROW midway
of access streets and two types of arterials i.e. 1230m. It carries moderate traffic volumes compared
to the arterial roads. Due to its overlapping nature,
distributor roads can act as an sub arterial and as
access streets, depending upon the function and the
land use of the surroundings.

parking

cycle lane

P
width - small

landscape

rickshaw

bus stops

Modified Elements
•Footpaths on both sides
• Painted cycle lanes
• traffic calming to control speed at 30km/hr
• no median

Collector Road - Existing Cross section

Collector Road : Proposed Cross Section

Collector Road (existing)
Source : SGArchitects, New Delhi

Visualisation - Collector Road (Proposed)
Source : SGArchitects, New Delhi
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width - large

cycle track

width - medium

inclusive

footpath

para transit

Speed Limit km/h

15

Local Streets
These are used for access functions to adjoining
properties and areas. A majority of trips in urban
areas usually originate or terminate on these streets.
They cater to a design speed of 15-30km/h and have
a road right of way of 6m-15m. They carry relatively
lower volumes of traffic at low speeds. They are
characterized by access predominantly; they can be
used for collector functions.

parking

cycle lane

P
width - small

landscape

rickshaw

bus stops

Modified Elements
•Footpaths on both sides
• surface texture
• Better Lighting (wall mounted)

Figure 55: Hospital Road - Existing Cross section

Figure 56: Hospital Road : Proposed Cross Section

Access Road (existing)
Source : SGArchitects, New Delhi

Visualisation - Access Road (Proposed)
Source : SGArchitects, New Delhi
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4.2

Intersection Design
Intersections control conflicting and merging traffic.
Designers are often faced with tough choices of
prioritizing the conflicting requirements of one mode
over another. The key is to apply the most appropriate
solution based on the type of junction as well site
conditions/constraints.

pollution, etc. However, grade separation of cycle and
pedestrian traffic across high-speed and high volume
motorized vehicle carriageway may often be advisable
to ensure safety of cyclists and pedestrians.
Wide roads and grade-separated intersections divide
the urban landscape into separate zones. It becomes
very difficult for people to cross these arteries on foot
or using other non-motorised modes. This has the effect
of discouraging public transport use, as all commuters
using buses have to cross the road at least two times
for every round trip at the origin or the destination.
The area occupied by grade separated intersections is
much greater than ordinary intersections. The location
of bus stops at grade separated intersections is often
changed from the present location which is close to
the intersection to the foot of the flyover.

The three main types of intersection solutions are:
1. Unsignalized intersection
2. Signalized intersection
3. Roundabouts
Different combinations of the intersection type is
determined primarily by the number of intersecting
legs, the topography, the character of the intersecting
roads, the traffic volumes, patterns, and speeds.
Types of intersection depending on the geometric
forms include 3- Leg intersection, 4- Leg intersection,
Multi-Leg intersection.

More information on various aspects of intersections
including signalling and detailing is give in :

Grade Separated Facilities: There are various
intersection solutions possible between intersections
of different road types. Grade separation of
intersecting motorized vehicle carriageway (flyovers,
etc) is a high cost intersection design solution, which
may be suitable for use on highways or expressways.

1. Design of Urban Roads , Code of Practice (Part-2) :
Intersection, 2013
2. Design of Urban Roads , Code of Practice (Part-5) :
Traffic Calming, 2013
3. Planning and Design Guideline for Cycle
Infrastructure, 2014

Such solutions are not desirable within urban limits and
accessibility due to their adverse impact on accidents,
Best Practise - Raised Crossing (Unsignalised T intersection)

Signalised Intersections - Unsafe and improper design
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Table 2-1 Criteria
to provide
Signalized Intersection- Minimum Vehicular volume
Safe Streets
for aAgra

Major Street ( any type)

Minor Street (any type)

Motor Vehicle per hour on
major street
(both
direction )

1

1

650

200

2 or more

1

800

200

2 or more

2 or more

800

250

1

2 or more Source : Design of Urban
650 Roads: Intersection

Number of lanes for moving traffic on each approach

Code of Practice (Part 2)

Roundabout

TRIPP, IIT Delhi

Roundabout and signalised intersection

Intersections 2013

Signalised Intersection

Figure 2-24 Roundabout – Arterial to Arterial (no free left turn)

Comparison between Roundabout and Signalised Junction
Source : Code of Practice II, IUT, 2013

			Intersection
Pros

			Roundabout
Pros

Figure 2-6 Arterial to Arterial –Signalized intersection (with pedestrians and cyclist facility)

•
•
37

•

Reduces the number of conflicts as 		
compared to un-signalized intersections.
Ensures safety through speed reduction by
13
design. This is particularly useful at late night
hours when speeds are high and compliance of
signals and traffic rules is low.
Minimal delays for all road users 		
including cyclists.

•

Cons
•
•

Cons
•
•

Conflicts can be controlled through different
signal phases.

•

Roundabouts become complex for more than
two circulatory lanes.
Traffic calming on existing arms are required
to ensure safe passage to bicyclists and 		
pedestrians.

•

34

Four times the number of conflicts than the
roundabout.
Safety is ensured by eliminating conflicts
through signalization – high dependence on
enforcement.
Higher delays for all road users including
cyclists in case of long signal cycles.
High risk of traffic crashes at night when
speeds are high and there is low enforcement.

Mot
min
dire
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Pedestrian Crossing
1. At Grade

Pedestrians and public transport users require
safe crossings on all roads. The space between
two intersections should be 500m – 700m, to offer
commuters a comfortable walking distance. In case
the distance is more, a signalized crossing needs to
be added at a mid block to facilitate safe at grade
crossing.
Based on this, crossings and intersection typology have
been proposed for MG Road, Agra (MG road - junction
rationalisation). If it is not possible to introduce a
new crossing due to through traffic on a highway/
expressway, grade separated crossing facilities may
be provided.

At Grade Crossing , Delhi

2. Half - Subways
Half Subway

Full Subway

3. Foot over Bridges

In order of preference, half subways preceed
footoverbridges in a grade separated facility where
the motorised carriageway is raised 1.5m. Fewer steps
and shorter ramps are required.

Existing Foot Over Bridge at MG Road, Agra

Footover bridges require a minimum clearance of
5.5m. Lifts and escalators are required.

More information:
1. Bus Rapid Transit Design Guideline, 2014
2. Design of Urban Roads , Code of Practice (Part-1) :
Cross Section, 2013
35
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Mahatma Gandhi Road - Junction Rationalization

o

o

BHAGWAN TALKIES JUNCTION

Existing Corridor
Proposed Corridor

o

+

o

CANARA BANK CHOWK

o

HANUMAN CHOWK

+
+
+

+

+

SANJAY PALACE CHOWK

o

HARI PARVAT CHOWK

o

o

ST. JOHN CHOWK

+

RAJA MANDI CHOWK

+
--

Mahatma Gandhi Road
Intersection Typology

+
+

o

NALWANT CHOWK

o

SUBHASH PARK CHOWK
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+

Signalised Three arm / 4 arm
Junctions

o

Roundabouts

--- Pedestrian Crossing
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4.3

Street Infrastructure
Streets as public spaces in Agra

Safe Streets = Public Spaces

People use streets as social spaces. All components of
road design and various road users interact in a such a
manner that they create an urban system. This urban
system fosters public spaces.

sit. In scorching summer months, it is a tree line that
makes the commute a bit easy.
In order to generate public activity on roads, it is vital
to integrate such conditions at the same location as
today.
Some key components to be integrated are:

For example at a bus shelter, one may find hawkers,
autos, rickshaws and some areas where cars drop/ pick
commuters. Similarly at the corner of an intersection,
there are places where toilet blocks and also
advertisements are placed for revenue generation.
In front of colleges, universities, offices, one may
find hawkers and para transit modes that are service
providers to students and people coming/going to
offices. People meet on streets and look for places to

• Bus Shelters: When curb side shelters are installed
on the road, it needs to be connected to the pedestrian
path.
• Hawker Spaces: Presence of hawkers and street
vendors provides security and services to road
37
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commuters. Allocation of a dedicated space shall also
make the street more lively and interesting.

Hawker Spaces
Bicycles, pedestrians and bus traffic attracts
street vendors. Often the side roads and
pedestrian paths are occupied by people selling
food, drinks and other articles, which are
demanded by these road users. Vendors often
locate themselves at places, which are natural
markets for them. A careful analysis of location
of vendors, number of vendors at each location
and type of services provided by them shows
the need of that environment, since they work
under relatively “free market” principles. If the
services provided them were not required at
those locations, then they would not be there.

• Para Transit: TSR and Cycle rickshaw are feeder
services and need to be integrated in the cross section
as well as intersections at critical locations to enhance
seamless multi-modal accessibility.
Apart from the above, toilets, other public amenities,
resting areas and seating are also important. They
provide comfort and rest areas for both pedestrians
and cyclists. They can help in identifying an area
for different functions. The use of street furniture
assists in improvement of the urban quality of road
infrastructure. In addition to its aesthetic quality,
street furniture plays a role in segregating spaces and
adding facilities for different users.

However, road authorities and city authorities
view their existence as illegal. Highway design
manuals recommend frequency and design
of service area for motorized vehicles. Street
vendors and hawkers serve the same function
for pedestrians, bicyclists and bus users. As long
as our urban roads are used by these modes,
street vendors will remain inevitable and
necessary. All modes of transport move in suboptimal conditions in the absence of facilities for
pedestrians and non-motorized vehicles. Incase
no provision is facilitated and no integration by
design is undertaken, there is bound to be an
encroachment on to the infrastructure provided
for other users.

The following should be taken into consideration
while adding street furniture:
• Vandal-proof. All street furniture should be vandalproof.
• Easy to install.
• Requires little or no maintenance.
• Attractive design.
• Economical design.
• Ease in production.
Use of dustbins and location of amenities such as
public toilets, kiosks, information booths are other
types of street furniture that make infrastructure
more attractive.

3-4

An attractive tree line and shade makes the entire
street attractive. Use of hedges and green belts is
recommended.

More information:
1. Bus Rapid Transit Design Guideline, 2014
2. Planning and Design Guideline for
Infrastructure, 2014

TRIPP, IIT Delhi
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Location of Bus Shelter

Existing scenario at Bus Shelters

Bus Shelters need to be located every 500-700m.
The junctions are rationalized on the same principle.
However, in the current scenario bus shelters have been
located at a greater distance or away from the junctions.
This increased the access length of a commuter to the
bus shelter or to his/her destination. The activity survey
shows that in the vicinity of the bus shelters, hawkers,
cycle rickshaws, e-rickshaws etc. are present.
The bus shelters are proposed to be located between
20m - 40m at the near-side of the junctions which are also
proposed as roundabouts. There are two advantages :
1. Bus Stop slows the traffic approaching the intersection.
2. The Right of Way (ROW) of the roundabout is better
used.
3. Bus Commuters have to walk a shorter distance.

Presence of
E-rickshaws

Design features that have been introduced are:
• Dedicated spaces for NMV Parking, TSR Parking and
short term car parking bays.
• Table tops to facilitate safe crossings.
• Addition of rumble strips prior to table top crossing to
slow traffic.

Parking

Bus Stop encroaches the
pedestrian right of way.

Presence
of cycle
rickshaws
Presence of hawkers

Existing Scenario
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Proposed scenario at Bus Shelters and integration with junctions

Dedicated parking
for Auto rickshaws

Dedicated bays
for E-rickshaws

Bus Box Marking
painted on the road
Shaded space of
hawkers

Rumble Strips
before raised
crossing

Table Top Crossings

Integration of
amenities at Junction
for better visibility

Dedicated space for
bus shelter leading
to obstruction free
cycle track and
footpath

Intersection typology
- Roundabout

Proposed Scenario
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Integration of Feeder Service

Existing scenario of feeder services and vendors

(As per activity survey)

Presence of
high number
of hawkers

Commercial stretches also have a high presence
of hawkers and vendors. Since markets are
also destinations, one can see rampant onstreet parking as well as cycle rickshaws and
e-rickshaws bringing people and also acting
as feeder to bus transportation. Much of this
encroaches pedestrian infrastructure and also
creates high friction with other modes.

Unsafe
Provision for
Crossing

Presence of high
number of autorickshaws

Space needs to be allocated while planning
and integrate feeder infrastructure, vendors
and hawkers close to their previous location.

Private vehicular
Parking encroaching the
pedestrian path

Presence of high
number of cycle
rickshaws.
Presence of
e- rickshaws.

Amenities
obstructing
Pedestrian
path

Existing Scenario
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Proposed scenario of feeder services and vendors

Provision of Table top for
Safe crossing

Allocated space for
hawkers/ vendors

Parking for cycle
rickshaws along the
segregated cycle tracks.

Bus Shelter located near
the junction.

Auto-rickshaw parking
bays
Parking for cycle
rickshaws along the
segregated cycle tracks.

Short-term parking bays.

Auto-rickshaw parking
bays

Proposed Scenario
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4.4

Services, Signage & Marking
Drainage: Improper design of gully gratings, and

Utility Belt along the carriageway, BRT Delhi

water collection on streets create inconvenience
for all road users especially the pedestrians and the
cyclists. No services that require regular maintenance
should be laid below the cycle track. The green verges
should have the provision of gratings that take surface
water from the carriageway as well as the cycle track
(slope 2%). Water travels through a pipe to the storm
water drain. For distributor and access streets, a
collection grating along the edge of the footpath can
be placed. A bell mouth arrangement to collect water
is not recommended. The grating should be flush with
the floor of the carriageway and the cover should not
hamper the movement of cyclists. The cover of the
grating should be perpendicular to the direction of
the travel of bicyclists so that the tyre does strike it.

Other Utilities: There are various utilities running
longitudinally and across the ROW of any category
road. These include storm drains, underground and
overhead electrical lines, gas pipelines, optical fibre
cables and others. Usually it is seen that an annual
maintenance is required which involves roadwork
and therefore disruption of movement of traffic for
a temporary period. In such a case, the location and
depth of laying these utilities is of utmost importance.
The important point is to rationalize all available
existing and proposed services in order of their
maintenance works and see that they do not come in
the way of the efficiency and functioning of streets.
Lighting:

Street lighting makes the available
space legible for each road user. As per National
Transportation Planning and Research Centre
(NATPAC) study, 1994, only 35-40% are functional at
any given point of time. The illumination of a street is
governed by the posted design speed. Lighting also
adds to the comfort and is required for visibility of a
roadway and it adds to the safety of all features of a
road design. In fact, lighting is the basic street furniture
required in the functioning of the safe streets.
Location of poles is decided depending upon the
category of the road. It could be the central verge or at
the sides where a segregated cycle facility is available.
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Marking: Road markings are essential to guide the
road users and to ensure a smoother flow of traffic.
Markings have to be of standard color and dimensions
and should be marked at appropriate places so
as to optimize their visibility and effectiveness.
		
Road surface marking is any kind of device or material
that is used on a road surface in order to convey official
information. Road markings are defined as lines,
patterns, words or other devices, applied to or attached
to the carriageway or kerb or to the objects within as
well as the adjacent to the carriageway, for controlling,
warning, guiding and informing all the road users.

Two luminaries can be mounted on a pole located
between the carriageway and the cycle track at different
height to light the required area with the required lux
levels. This would also reduce the number of poles
required and the vertical clutter on any given road.
Color of Light: Street lighting should produce enough
intensity required for face recognition and objects
from a particular sight distance. Especially for the
purpose of social safety, women and children are
a special group for whom the color of light is of
added importance. White light is a preferred choice.
The advantages of white light are as follows: In a
segregated facility, it easily distinguishes between
the fast and slow moving zones. It creates contrasts
for pedestrians with tactile paving provided for
the differently-able and the visually impaired.

More information:
1. Design of Urban Roads , Code of Practice (Part-1):
Cross section Design, 2013
2. Design of Urban Roads , Code of Practice (Part-3):
Road Marking, 2013
3. Design of Urban Roads , Code of Practice (Part-4):
Signage, 2013
4.Planning and Design Guideline for Cycle
Infrastructure, 2014
5. Bus Rapid Transit Design Guideline, 2014
6. Code of Practice for Road Signs, IRC 67: 2012.

Signage: Appropriate signage is important
to keep the road user informed of the following:
•Important destinations and routes
•Unexpected conditions
•Traffic laws
•Facilities like Public conveniences and parking areas.
•Differently-abled environments.
Signage is a comprehensive system of Regulatory,
Informatory and Warning messages corresponding
to the information for all road user groups.

Road Signs and Marking

Inclusive Signages are combination of easily
recognisable symbols using contrasting colors,
audible signals or auditory signals along with a braille
marking and international symbol of accessibility
(ISA). The international symbol of access (ISA) also
known as the International Wheelchair Symbol. It is
used as an informatory sign with blue background and
image of a person using a wheelchair overlaid in white.
- Guiding and warner tactile blocks
- Railings wherever necessary
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AUDIT
Audits can be used in any phase of project development
from planning to construction. The main aim of an
audit is to minimize the risk and severity of road
crashes; to minimize the need for remedial works after
construction; and to reduce the life costs of the project
(Austroads, 2002).

Audit Results on 5 roads for pedestrian infrastructure using URSA
Toolkit. Survey conducted at TRIPP. 2014

It is intended to minimize the risk of a traffic crash.
An audit case may refer to city, specific area network,
route, intersection or transit stops.

City

For a city level audit, a sampling methodology needs
to be undertaken. A sample should include about 10%
of the entire road network of the city covering all type
of roads.

Maximum Score : 22

Corridor/Route

Sample Checklist from Public Transport Accessibility Toolkit

When a corridor is to be audited or the route is audited
in relation to the context and specific requirements of
different road users. In the Urban Road Safety Audit
Toolkit (MoUD, 2012), the audit checklist is based upon
road type and context.

Direction: Location B – SB Marg – Max meuller Marg
Indicators
(A)
(B) Quality
Fair
Present: Good
1 pt /
(1 pt)
(0.5 pt)
Absent:
0 pt
Comfort of Pedestrian / Quality of Footpath
1)Pavement type
Concrete/
Tiles
Interlocking block/ Paver blocks/
Tar/ Asphalt
2) Width of footpath
1.7 to 5.0m
1.5 - 1.7m
(including curbs)
3) Height of footpath
< 100mm (4”)
100mm (4”) – 300mm (12”)
4) Cleanliness and maintenance of
footpath
5) Provision of amenities (lighting,
Hawkers exclusive zone, cover from
sun and rain, etc.)

Transit Stops

Safety audit around bus stops, metro stops is essential
to ensure safe access and egress trips. The Public
Transport Accessibility Toolkit ((MoUD), 2012) gives
recommendations for detailed audit which can be
conducted either during the construction of a new
public transport facility or in redesigning an existing
facility. It is necessary to understand different access
modes and plan for each one of these modes to ensure
safe accessibility to PT. Five types of modes have been
identified in PTA toolkit. These are pedestrian, cyclists,
IPT users, bus users and private motor vehicle users.

6) Provision of Disability friendly
Infrastructure
(tactile
flooring,
audible signals, railing, ramps)
7) Degree of obstructions on
footpaths (obstructions such as trees,
parking vehicles, hawkers and
vendors etc. should be absent)
8) Signage for Pedestrians
Overall
Safety of pedestrians
Speed of Motor Vehicles
2) Light after dark
(Visibility to walk after dark)

Overall*
Total score for pedestrian accessibility

Remark
Poor
(0.2 pt)

Unpaved/
surface

(C)
(A)X(B)

non

metaled

1

< 1.5m

1

unfriendly
Very
user
(>300mm)
Need better maintenance and Foot paths
are
not
cleanliness
maintained
Pedestrians provided some good Limited number of provision for
slightly No amenities and Unsafe
amenities and feel safe
pedestrians
and
uncomfortable at late nights

0.5

Well maintained footpaths

Infrastructure
present

for disabled

is Some infrastructure is available

Pedestrians has to slow down Pedestrian has to slow
sometimes
down most of the time

Frequently and Visible

At some points

Very rarely or not visible

30- 40km /hr
Light poles at every 20 m with
lighting intensity of 20- 40 lux
Or
Light poles at every 40 m with
lighting intensity of 40 lux.

> 40 km/hr
Average distance between
Light poles distance is >40
m
Or
Intensity of light less than
20 lux.

< 30 km /hr
Light poles at every 20 m and lighting
intensity of 40 lux along the road and
50 lux at crossing

0.5
0.2

Mostly absent

There are no obstructions

There were no
hawkers, sitting
places and 75% street
was shaded.

0.2

0.5

4.4/8.0

0.5

0.2

0.2

0.4*2
0.8/4.0
5.2/12.0

More information:
1. Planning and Design Guideline for
Infrastructure, 2014
2. Urban Road Safety Audit Toolkit, 2014
3. Public Transport Accessibility Toolkit, 2014
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